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ABSTRACT
Objectives To date, no “gold standard” technique has been developed for sternum replacement in cases of radioinduced sarcoma, which is a rare and aggressive disease. Current techniques rely on metallic prostheses, meshes, or
bone grafts—procedures that that are associated with several complications. We therefore tried a new solution that
might simplify and optimize this surgery.
Methods

We used a porous alumina ceramic prosthesis (Ceramil: i.ceram, Limoges, France) that has several
interesting characteristics, such as osseointegration, biocompatibility, radiolucency, and high mechanical strength.

Results We report the first case of sternal replacement surgery involving the implantation of a ceramic prosthesis
after radio-induced sternal sarcoma. In 2005, a 54-year-old woman was diagnosed with local breast cancer for which
she underwent all appropriate treatment. Ten years later, she developed radio-induced sarcoma of the sternum. A
complete sternal replacement was performed on 24 April 2015, with no postoperative complications. Imaging by
18F-flurodeoxyglucose positron-emission tomography–computed tomography performed 26 months after the surgery
showed no local recurrence. The patient seems to have fully recovered and has resumed normal activity.

Conclusions This new technique is promising. For the first time, we highlight the feasibility, safety, and efficacy
of sternal replacement using a porous alumina ceramic prosthesis.
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INTRODUCTION

CASE DESCRIPTION

Radio-induced sarcoma of the sternum is a rare and aggressive disease that is increasing in incidence. Surgery is
the treatment of choice, but surgical intervention can be
challenging, because obtaining clear margins and reconstructing the anatomy to ensure good respiratory function
are difficult1. Several techniques have been successful,
including custom-made titanium sternal implants2, sternal allografts3, and mesh4. However, those techniques can
result in multiple complications such as rupture, migration,
and infection.
Here, we report the first case of sternal replacement
surgery by implantation of a porous alumina ceramic
prosthesis (Ceramil: i.ceram, Limoges, France) after radioinduced sternal sarcoma.

In 2005, a 54-year-old woman was diagnosed with local breast cancer (2.5 cm, estrogen receptor–positive,
progesterone receptor–negative, her2-negative, grade ii),
for which she under went tumourectomy w it h a x illary dissection, radiotherapy, adjuvant chemotherapy
(epirubicin–5-fluorouracil–cyclophosphamide, followed
by docetaxel), and endocrine therapy with tamoxifen. Ten
years later, she developed radio-induced sarcoma in the
sternum. She was referred to the University Hospital of
Limoges for complete replacement of the sternum. Imaging
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by 18F-flurodeoxyglucose positron-emission tomography–
computed tomography showed hypermetabolic fixation in
the sternum only [Figure 1(A)].
A complete sternal replacement was performed on
24 April 2015, with exeresis of the total sternum, including
the proximal third of the clavicle and the chondrosternal
joints. The prosthesis was tailored to the native sternum.
As in all thoracic surgeries, a respiratory function test was
performed preoperatively and at 1, 3, 6 and 12 months postoperatively. Those tests ensured that respiratory function
had renormalized at 3 months postoperatively, because a
22% decrease was observed at 1 month postoperatively.
After sternal replacement, the left pectoralis muscle flap
was moved to the right to cover the prosthesis and separate
it from the median vertical incision. Figure 1(C) shows
computed tomography imaging of the area immediately
after the surgery.
Pathology analysis confirmed radio-induced sarcoma
(negative for the estrogen and progesterone receptors and
her2; Ki-67 index: 70%) with clear margins. No complications

occurred postoperatively, and after 41 days, the patient
was discharged from the hospital. The patient received
no adjuvant treatment. Repeat 18F-f lurodeoxyglucose
positron-emission tomography–computed tomography
at 26 months after surgery showed no local recurrence
[Figure 1(B)]. The patient seems to have fully recovered,
and she has resumed normal activity.

DISCUSSION
Here, we highlight the feasibility, safety, and efficacy of
sternal replacement using a porous alumina ceramic
prosthesis (Figure 2). The Ceramil prosthesis is a bioinert,
biocompatible material that, compared with other techniques, is nearly ideal for chest wall reconstruction in terms
of rigidity, radiolucency (for simplified follow-up of patients
with cancer), and inertness5.
To stabilize the chest wall, the prosthesis is stitched to
the ribs using permanent sutures, and the porous structure
is then reinforced by bone cells from the surrounding bone

FIGURE 1 Imaging by 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron-emission tomography–computed tomography (A) before (hypermetabolic fixation in the
sternum) and (B) 26 months after sternal replacement (absence of hypermetabolic fixation) in a case of radio-induced sternal sarcoma. (C) Axial and
sagittal computed tomography immediately after surgery.
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FIGURE 2

Porous alumina sternal prosthesis.

and cartilage that colonize it, creating a link between the
surrounding tissues and the prosthesis. Interestingly, no
metastatic bone colonization was evident in our patient.

SUMMARY
The surgical technique described here appears to be rapid,
reproducible, and similar to other techniques with respect
to risk of complications (6 patients have received this prosthesis at the University of Limoges with similar success).
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